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EDITORIAL
BRYAN WHITE

Dear Readers,
May I open with an apology for the late appearance of this issue of Early Music
Performer. This is the second issue since the journal has been restructured, and we are
still in the process of building up a backlog of articles and news items which will allow us
to run to a strict timetable. We expect that your next issue will arrive in August as
advertised, and in the meantime, we appreciate your patience.

I think you will find that this issue ofEMP offers a
wide range of subjects.
Amanda-Louise
Babington's article on Handel's solo sonatas
provides a good introduction to the difficulties
surrounding this area of Handel studies, and
includes quick reference information for
performers trying to decide which sonatas to play,
or, given the confusion over numbering and
authenticity, even which ones they are playing.
Clifford Bartlett's lecture given at the NEMA day
last November provides a personal view of his
approach to editing music. His discussion nicely
balances theoretical questions with the nuts and
bolts of putting the music on the page. Mark
Goodwin's article on the sea-change in the choice
of material for E strings might at first glance seem
to stretch beyond the bounds of 'early' music.
However, one of the great advances that has in
part resulted from the early music movement is an
increasing desire to study and understand the way
music was performed in the past. The idea of
'historically informed performance' has for many
years been a feature of the performance of music
from the Baroque era, and it has been spreading
gradually to encompass the music of the Classical
and Romantic periods. Mark's article on gut and
wire E strings came to my mind this past
November when I attended a performance of
Jenufa by Opera North. While listening to a violin
solo (in which act I cannot recall) I found myself

thinking how different it probably sounded in the
first run of performances in Brno in 1904; in all
likelihood it was performed on a gut E string with
little or no vibrato. And what of the singers-how
different might their approach to technique have
been? Roger Freitas's article in the latest issue of
the Journal of the Royal Musical Association tackles
the issue of vocal production in the performance
of Verdi's operas. Freitas trained as a singer, and
like me, was taught that 'proper' singing was based
on certain 'timeless physiological truths', namely
that one should sing with an even larynx and with
a continuous vibrato. Freitas, however, is able to
show convincingly that this was not the approach
taken by singers and teachers contemporary with
Verdi, and that one of the great pioneers of a
physiological approach to vocal pedagogy, Manuel
Garcia II, advocated vocal tones produced by both
a high and low positioning of the larynx. His
article draws on Verdi's letters, Garcia's treatises,
and early recordings, and I highly recommend it
to anyone interested in singing and opera. I
sincerely hope that the information he provides
will filter through to singers, and perhaps more
importantly, vocal teachers and those responsible
for hiring singers in opera houses. Certainly
a return to the precepts of Garcia's teaching
might bring a variety of vocal tone to
operatic performances, which to some ears is
missing today.

The front cover is taken from Thomas Busby's Concert Room and Orchestra Anecdotes of Music and Musicians Ancient and
Modern (London, 1825). It is a facsimile of Haydn's autograph, but the piece from which it is taken is not named.
Can you identify it? Answers and more in the next issue.

THE VIOLIN E STRING:
FROM GUT TO STEEL IN FIFTY YEARS
MARK GOODWIN

From the nineteenth century up to the early decades of the twentieth century, there is
reliable evidence of widespread dissatisfaction with certain characteristics of the gut violin
string, and in particular the gut E. Performers regularly snapped strings whilst playing in
public—there are accounts of performers breaking up to six strings in a single hour.1 Strings
would snap if the violin was left in a room where climatic conditions were likely to change,
and adverse effects were to be expected when playing in any humid

environment.

Perspiration of the left hand could corrode the gut fibres leading to a possible break and
sometimes a player would fit a new gut string, only to discover that it was 'false'.2

Improved manufacturing techniques were
developed by string makers to combat such
short-comings, and alternative materials were
explored with the hope of producing a more
durable string which retained the admired
warm tonal quality of gut. While progress
was made on the manufacturing of G, D,
and to some extent, A strings, all pretwentieth century attempts to improve upon
the gut E string had failed to tempt the
mainstream performer to turn his back on
the old 'catgut'. The inherent tonal qualities
of the gut string, it is widely argued, cannot
be matched by a synthetic substitute and the
highest praise that can be given to such a
string is that it sounds 'as warm as a gut'.3

1. This violin was advertised in The Strad early in
the 20th century by Rushworth &Dreaper Ltd.
Nowadays, a combination of various steel
and synthetic materials inhabit the peg-boxes of
the vast majority of violinists - Pickering, in 1992,

went so far as to say that, 'Even the most
passionate advocates of gut strings nowadays use
steel E's for standard instruments'. 4
Franz Thomastik, in his 1932 publication
Die Sta.hka.ite, apparently implied that the
relatively sudden change in use of E string material
was a transition of practicality as much as
musicality. Pickering observes that, 'The general
impression is that, in improving such things as
tuning stability and longevity, something is lost in
quality [when using metal or synthetic strings
instead of gut]'.' It would not be surprising to find
a certain amount of controversy and resistance
associated with this reform—especially in light of
the old violin-makers' saying, 'You can do anything
you want to a violin—just so long as you don't
change anything.'6 The maker of the Horn Model
Violin [illus. 1] was obviously unaware of this
maxim.
However, Pickering adds that,
In the area of strings, we've been
fortunate that there aren't those deeprooted prejudices and reactionary
attitudes that prevent musicians from
trying new types of strings. The
reason for this is that the old strings
don't always work so well. Musicians,
being practical people, find that if
something makes their playing easier
and better, they are perfectly willing
to try it.7
To understand the evolution of the E string and
the controversy it caused, it will be necessary to
look at the history of the gut string, detailing
various opinions of it, its shortcomings and
attempted solutions to these shortcomings.

THE UNWITTING PRELUDE
In order to understand fully the reasons behind the
eventual near-universal use of the steel E string, it is
important to put this radical reform into context by
exploring the various issues relating to gut violin
strings at the end of the nineteenth century and in
the early twentieth century. This period of violin
history served as an unwitting prelude to the
supremacy of the steel violin E string.
Late
nineteenth-and early twentieth-century issues of The
Strad are a vital source of information, offering three
different types of evidence-namely, articles, letters to
the editor, and advertisements. It would often be the
case that an article in one issue would initiate a series
of responses in the Correspondence section. The main
issue concerning violin strings at this time was not
which material to use but where to get the best
material from. It was widely accepted that the finest
gut strings came from Italy—an opinion that had
remained largely unchallenged since the 1600s.8
John Dunn, a leading performer of the day, was a
devotee of Italian gut strings but found that they
were difficult to obtain:
London vendors do not seem to have
any knowledge of the very best Italian
makers of catgut [...] I am obliged to
procure mine—the best Italian strings
possible—direct from headquarters on
the continent.'
Dunn went on to imply his willingness to supply other
British violinists with good Italian strings. Readers'
responses to Dunn's article included the following
statement from a 'Lancastrian' which offers a clear
insight into the quality of strings available to the public.
There could not possibly be a more
opportune proposal than that [...] put
forward by John Dunn [...] that he
should
make
arrangements
for
supplying violinists with really good
and genuine Italian strings [...]. There
was never a time within my memory of
thirty years when it was so difficult to
get even a tolerably good string. [...]
Some years ago I got strings at
Augener's. These were said to be the
same as used by Joachim, and were
excellent. Not one in a dozen was false,
and they wore well, sounded well, and
were a pleasure and satisfaction to play
on. Now all is changed, [the strings] are
just as dear as the best used to be, whilst
their quality will not bear a moments
comparison. Often, now, I get a whole
bundle of strings handed me to choose
from: not one of the lot will be as thick
as the smallest measurement on my
gauge [...] and I have sometimes to go
away without purchasing, which is
always a painful thing to do. This evil
of very thin strings is widespread. They

really look as if made from only two
strands of gut, whereas all firsts should
have three strands [...] and if you buy
you will often find that not one of a lot
will even bear tuning up to pitch. The
strings are rotten before they are ripe.10
There was widespread eulogising of Italian string
makers at the turn of the twentieth century; Hart
informed his readers that,
Musical strings are manufactured in
Italy, Germany, France and England.
The Italians rank the first in this
manufacture, their proficiency being
evident in the three chief requisites for
strings-high finish, great durability, and
purity of sound. [...] The English
manufacture all qualities, but chiefly
the cheaper kinds; they are durable, but
unevenly made, and have a dark
appearance."
John Broadhouse went so far as to imply that string
makers all over the world were wasting their time by
trying to compete with the Italian makers. He
believed that only the gut of an Italian sheep was a
suitable E string material for a soloist:
The best-indeed the only first strings
suitable for solo playing—come from
Italy. All attempts in more northern
countries to produce E strings of the
goodness, delicacy, and equality of the
Italian firsts, have up to now, and are
likely to remain, absolute failures, for
they lack the one vital and
indispensable material—the peculiar
quality of gut.12
Reactionary
comments
were
instantaneous.
W. Woolf contradicted Broadhouse's claims with the
following statement:
I think it my duty to protest in the
interest of facts brought before me
during the many years of experience in
connection with this branch. [...] The
great market for the purchase of the
intestines of the sheep and lamb today
is Great Britain, and many of the
leading Continental manufacturers pay
periodical visits to purchase at these
markets. High prices generally range at
these sales, and the best products are as
a rule purchased by the Saxon string
makers. [...] String factories on the
Continent depend only upon [British]
supply in the matter of gut.13
As these quotes suggest, the majority of performers
were not using or seeking alternative string materials
but were more interested in trying to obtain a
constant supply of quality gut strings. Even when a
good set of strings had been found, the performer's
troubles were far from over. Below is a selection of
accounts which highlight some of the difficulties

performers encountered in using their cherished gut
strings. Even the finest Italian strings could not be
relied upon under certain conditions:
Everyone knows the great sensitivity to
moisture of gut [...] in a musical
context it makes itself noticeable in a
very disturbing way. With every change
of moisture in the air, the gut string
goes out of tune and changes its sound
character. In warm rooms, the thin
strings tend to break during playing.
With sweaty hands, the loss of purity of
the fifths (as far as it was there before)
is unavoidable.14
Dr. Arbuthnot had already noted, in the eighteenth
century, that:
I have found that the single fibres, both
of animal and vegetable substances, are
lengthened by water or by moist air; a
fiddle-string moistened with water will
sink a note in a little time, and
consequently [it is] relaxed or lengthened
one-sixteenth. The steam of hot water
will sink it a note in five or six minutes.16
As a consequence of this natural phenomenon, a
player's breath (and that of anyone else present)
would often make gut strings go flat:
Playing in a concert hall where the heat
of the room is a moist heat, one's fiddle
would go flat and conversely if the heat
in the room was dry and burning, the
strings would lose their natural
moisture, get sharp, and be in serious
danger of snapping.16
Nachez reminisced in 1918 that, 'The first time I
heard Sarasate play the Saint-Saens Concerto, at
Frankfurt, he twice forgot his place and stopped.
They brought him the music, he began for the third
time and then-the E string snapped!'17 It is clear that
Sarasate was having a bad day, and any violinist who
has ever experienced these incapacitating moments
will
know
that
the
sweat
soon
starts
pouring-reputedly the gut E string user's worst
nightmare. 'The player whose hands perspire heavily
is truly to be pitied [and in such a case], even a
seasoned Italian [string] cannot always be depended
upon.'18 Flesch suggests a remedy for the problem of
heavy perspiration, 'Excessive perspiration is one of
the most unwelcome gifts of an often too cruel
Mother Nature.
Treatment by an experienced
specialist in skin diseases would be indicated.'19
Heavy perspiration was apparently still hampering
gut string users in the 1930s; an advertisement in The
Strad reads:
Perspiration rots your strings, is
injurious to your instrument and
seriously impairs your playing. There is
no need for you to suffer this
inconvenience if you use Perex AntiPerspiration Cream.
This Scientific

Preparation is highly recommended to
all instrumentalists who are troubled
with this malady.20
Maud Powell, interviewed in 1919, remembered
that, 'twelve years ago one humid, foggy summer in
Connecticut [...] I had such trouble with strings
snapping that I cried: "Give me anything but a
gut string."'21
Perhaps even more frustrating than moisture,
for a violinist, was the phenomenon of 'false' strings.
'Lancastrian', writing to the editor of The Strad in
1898 observed:
A false string never sounds the true
ostensible note; there is another note, or
notes, sounding at the same time, and it
is difficult to decide which note
predominates. These other notes are
not the legitimate overtones and are out
of true harmonic relationship with the
ostensible or intended note.22
False strings were a common source of
complaint amongst the violin playing community at
the turn of the twentieth century. 'Lancastrian'
continued:
If I write to a purveyor of violin strings
and he sends me a dozen, and I find that
every string is false, what remedy have I
against the vendor? This has happened to
me again and again. I have had whole
bundles of strings, all false. Apparently
well made enough, and not wanting in
durability, but false as the devil!
The writer then explains that he was in Padua where
he 'bought a large lot of strings, I soon tried these
strings. All false! I gave [back] the whole lot,
excepting those I used for tying on luggage labels,
parcels etc.'23 Spohr claimed that one could spot a
false string before putting it on the violin:
This is done by taking the string
between the thumb and fore-finger of
both hands, at those points where it
rests on the bridge and the nut;
straining it moderately tight; and
putting it into vibration with the fourth
finger of the right hand. If then, a
similar figure to the following [illus. 2],
is formed from its vibrations: the string
is true, and fit for use.
2.

but if a third line appears, as in the next figure [illus.
3]; it is, on the contrary, false.24

3.

Heron-Allen doubted the reliability of this test
claiming that:
A string which may seem true at a slight
tension may quite possibly be false at
the higher tension to which it is
subjected when applied to a fiddle,
though as a rule a string will be false at a
low tension whilst it is true at a higher.25
The most common cause for a string's falseness was
when it was found not to be of uniform diameter
along its vibrating length. This fault could often be
attributed to careless workmanship or simply
occurred because gut is a natural fibre and one cannot
always expect natural fibres to behave in a uniform
way. In 1993 Pickering pointed out that, Accuracy
and uniformity of diameter to a fraction of a
thousandth of an inch is attained by cylindrical
grinding nowadays, but pre-twentieth century gut
strings must have varied considerably more in that
respect.26 He was right of course; many violinists
found that the diameter of their strings varied along
their length. Spohr observed: 'Nearly all strings [...]
are somewhat thinner at one end than at the other. ^
Solutions to such problems were largely ineffective.
String makers tried many variations on the same
basic principles of string making in the hope that
they would produce a more durable string, but their
efforts were in vain; the same problems continued to
hold back the progress of violin virtuosity. One can
imagine a string maker of the day thinking that if a
new string material could be found, that would be
unaffected by climatic conditions, would be durable,
would stay in tune, and would have a good tone then
it could open the door for a whole new level of violin
performance and virtuosity.
ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES: THE RISE
OF STEEL
At the turn of the twentieth century the tonal quality
of the gut string was held in such high regard that a
large majority of players clung to its use, putting up
with all of its shortcomings. Steps were taken in the
manufacturing process to try and improve the
durability and stability of the gut string, but none of
these came close to eradicating the problems.
Naturally, the E strings were most problematic.
Strung up to the maximum tension they are always
on the verge of disaster.29
Revolutionary
improvements in the gut string were not to be
expected and so new string materials were
experimented with.
The silk-used almost
exclusively30 as a string material in Asia for
centuries—did not suffer from many of the problems
of gut, and so it won many advocates and was a

common commodity by 1885." It was seen by many
as the answer to the emerging gut versus steel
controversy. For players troubled with perspiring
hands, and for hot or damp climates, silk strings were
invaluable, and they made up for in convenience
what they certainly lacked in tone.32 They were apt to
fray and get ragged, and acribelle, as the silk strings
were then known, once gone wrong, was 'ghastly
with a ghastliness more easily imagined than
described.'33 The tonal qualities of the acribelle were
not much admired in comparison with those of the
gut string; the tone was considered thin and wiry, and
less sympathetic than that of a gut.34 Thomastik
wrote that the silk string did not [...] have a
satisfying tone and that it couldn't be made thinner35
than a gut because its specific gravity was more or less
the same.36 The acribelle would stretch up to 20%
when brought up to pitch, which created problems in
keeping it in tune, and its dull tone and lack of
brilliance was a result of the many individual threads
rubbing against each other. A glue substance was
added to these strings to combat this problem but it
made the string brittle and rough.
Piper commented in 1921 that the silk string
had hitherto been regarded as the only possible
substitute for the gut string when the use of the latter
was impracticable for whatever reason.37 It was
considered indispensable to players who were
afflicted with unduly sweaty fingers, but its tonal
deficiencies were such that 'no player of any
discernment would be likely to use an acribelle string
for [solo] work if he could avoid it.'38
Mr. R. Miiller ran a very persistent advertising
campaign c, 1900-1920 selling both gut and silk
strings. He made bold statements as to the quality of
his strings and offered money back guarantees if his
customers weren't satisfied. Mullet's claims about his
lines of silk strings included, 'Much better than old
line Acribelles. I have overcome the annoying
harshness. Tone is full and rich. You will be
amazed'39 (see illus. 4). However, the silk string never
achieved sufficient popularity, or the respect, for it
failed to satisfy the long and intricate list of
requirements for a suitable violin string material.
Bearing in mind Thomastik's claim that, 'If one is no
longer going to use the gut string, there is not much
choice—only silk or steel,'40 then it was to be hoped
that steel would prove a more satisfactory option.
Steel, the material which was eventually to supplant
gut, had been in use for many years but had been
seen as a very poor alternative to silk.
The following two statements were made in
1883 and 1932 respectively; 'This [steel E] string is
advertised as superior in tone to the finest Roman. It
is not superior; it is inferior'41 and; 'The radical
seriousness of the concert platform compels the artist
against all sentimentality to acknowledge [the steel E
string's] advantages.'42 These two statements suggest
that a significant change of opinion had occurred
within the violin community within half a century,

yet there are no written publications that exhaustively
chart this change of opinion. Though books from
this period invariably contain a short section on the
history and construction of gut strings, they never
explore the change of attitude which resulted in the
near-universal adoption of the steel violin E string. A
likely reason for this lack of written material is that
the performers of the day would have all experienced
the rise in popularity of the steel E string first hand,
and so a book detailing what every player already
knew would hardly have been a best-seller. The most
insightful exploration of wire E string issue from the
period is Violin Mastery written in 1919; it contains a
series of interviews conducted by Frederick. H.
Martens with nineteen of the leading performers and
teachers of the violin (including Heifetz and
Kreisler). Some of the artists interviewed share their
opinions of the wire E string in a very frank manner
and excerpts from the book will inform the following
discussion.
The author of The Violin: How to Master it
(1883) referred to the steel string as 'an American
invention':
From a specimen submitted to me for
notice by a dealer, which I have tested
on my own violin, I have made the
following observations: (1) The sound
of the string is metallic: it lacks the
velvety softness of the gut string; and it
is always objectionable to have strings
of different quality on a violin. The
difference in running from one to the
other is offensive to the ear. (2) The
sound of the open string is decidedly
bad; but it improves steadily as you
ascend till, from C upwards, it seems
clearer than a gut, but somewhat earpiercing in quality. [...] the natural
[harmonics] are not in tune.
The
harmonic E in the centre of the string is
a quarter tone flat [...]; and the
harmonic E an octave above that [...] is
a semitone flat. [...] The harmonics,
too, have also the ear-piercing quality of
tone instead of the fluty softness of the
gut. (3) The string has a disagreeable
echo, and seems to vibrate in a sneaking
way, even when only the other strings
are being played upon. (4) The tone is
clear and brilliant only with a strongly
pressed bow. With a light bow [...] it
fails to give either a good note or a
ready response. [...]
(5)
It is
exceedingly difficult to tune. The wire
is already strained to its utmost, and
does not yield even so much as a silk
string, which may be tugged into tune
when the peg refuses to adjust the
difference. From these facts I conclude
that the [steel] string is not suitable for

solo playing of the purest order, nor for
orchestral playing of the higher kind, in
the midst of which one has very often to
tune the first string by a mere
speculative touch of the peg; [...] the
metal string, like the silk, acts
injuriously on the tone of the other
three.43
4.
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The most interesting Page In THE STRAD— Past, Present, or Future
—to all Violinists at Home and in the Colonies or America.

MULLER'S
New Manufacture Violin Strings.
JSfJSW
.

A master Violin is not nearly so important as good Strings. Do you know what it means
to have Perfect Strings ? Not oae man in ten bas ever had them. Ask all your frieads what
kind of samples I sent tbem, and if they ever had any Strings to be compared with mine.
Asic tlifctrrx,
S«x»d at ornce foe

IMP" Special Liberal Sample Assortments, I/- to 2/-

1 can Mi« yes enet!;. Tell me what Sines and fer wltai wk, Hat* sizes, ghw indication of gauge.
How.caa you Hesitate ? You must surely know that mine is not an ordinary Trade
Advertisement. I have been experimenting for 35 years without interruption, and have
spent a fortune em this, my one Hobby: It is, therefore, not at all surprising- tfcat I
have-^t last succeeded. I have invented these Strings.
i_know why my Strings are better than others. I invented them to be so. Without tbat
I shoiiJd not trouble you. But I cannot keep on telling you the same thing for ever. Last
mouth your applications were not nearly oumerous enough. I want hundreds of applications
immediately, ao waiting! Caa you wosder ? I have been half a lifetime worrying aisd
labouring. If anything I say is not true, if i exaggerate, let me know. 1 will return your
money, and you can beep the Strings for nothing. Is not this eoough ? \ have had no
ead of trouble, as the Hew Manufacture is much more difficult and laborious than the Did.
J^ow the glorious "Esperanto" is perfect. Dead true; unique, "OJd World," eogagiog
tone and exquisite responsiveness. As this £ staoda a lot of pulling, you can get it to settle
down in two minutes. Tune a note or two above pitch, pull string and keep on tmtil fairiy
set You will then get the greatest satisfaction, tune improving by playing instead of deteriorating. The economy of this String is amazing. It is the cheapest String in the .world.
Perfect and economical. Tell me if you really want any more than that ?
" Esperanto" — E, A, D & G, for solo asd all work.
" Blue Moon " — E, A, D St Q. EscelJeat all-round Strings, mucb better than the average.
* ' Prodigies " — g, A, D & O, Great improvement on best Italian gut ; much better and
more carefui manufacture than any Italian. Tone superbSpecial Solo E, A, D & O, INCOMPARABLE. Wear double of other gut
" Corpando '*-g:ut. Spedatity E, Splendid aH-rouod. Tone a revelation.
NEW ACR!BEUJSS:-~ "Little imps," "Sentinel," "Crack Shot," " Black Rose."
'All much better than old line Acribelles. I have overcome the annoying harshness.
Tose is full and rich. You will be amazed.
Maay mote Dealers have lately applied for my Hew Maaefaeture Strings. This is because YioHaisEs
feaaed Efeem. Msay thanks. Bat this is not enough; Everyone of you wilS realize that these Strings deserve
to be io esery shop without any delay, so that ersry pl&vear caa get them where and when he likes. Do aof
expect the Deafer to kaow what yea vraBE. He cannot know. Tell him what you want. Every Pupil
.-'.:• aw Sirfags G ",-•; S:."r^s meaa isalf tbelahoar, and a hundredfold pleasure!
ON«E MORE i Asfc a« yoat friesds bow they lite at? samples. Go to the Dealers aad msist upon
seeiag: my New lisas- II yoa eanuat see them sead to me for ssmpte assortment. But don't wait. I take
fe!i responsibUir? tor sii ; say. Therefore you taake the most 3-?tisfaelory purchase wiib me. If you are BOS
satisfies aitfa any Siring of raise Dealers sapply, settd me the strieg, ;he envelope, and name of Deal ,
wiU make good all the damage. Atiad and do this. I waat you io say aB you c*e against ray St ngs. It
wiii heip me.
All ray Strings ate carefailv gauged. Ted me what you want— silk or gut, and wba! sizes ; order E, A, D
and G, I'am aot sealing oat aay rabre free samples. My New Manufacture String are worth Dou
others. TSsy are a century in advance of e«ery£b:8g she, If voo find it is not irue, I retarn your money
asd you keep tfee Strings for nothing.
If) ftfUl \9rni>« Wsn$»>(i * iH«aa« send me a list of atl Violinists in your district, t want to

*u,wsi names wanted :

s.nti them wy oaw

a^ interesting BOOM** <>« s*Hng«.

My Nougat best- my earn Sigyaten, *w^ net wy tefc- fe.'Ssc's sasw or Miiflt, C, A. M.
AU_ NflMfe'S OF STH1N6S ARE REGISTERED.

// j'oa foid an? difffttlty

in abtssning my Gssds through the Tf&ie, f lease writs to me direct :

R^MULLER, 30, Spencer Avenue, Bowes Park LONDON, N.
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Piper reminisced in a 1921 article that,
Wire strings [...] are not by any means
a novelty. I made a brief trial of one
such nearly forty years ago [...] the
things then in use were I believe
dangerous, besides being unsatisfactory
in other ways, and caused some nasty
little incidents by snapping in the
player's face.44
In light of these comments regarding the 1880s, it is
no surprise to find that advertisements of this time
are devoid of any reference to the 'despised'45 wire E
string. Dealers may well have stocked them but
perhaps chose not to advertise them for fear of
upsetting the traditionalists, or perhaps they did not
believe there was a sufficiently large market to
warrant the cost of advertisement. Not a single
advertisement from the first issue of The Strad in
1890, through to 1920 offers a steel E string for sale.
The first reference to the steel E string in an
advertisement occurs in 1911 and is, in fact, a

criticism. In it R.Miiller draws similarities between
violin strings and cigar connoisseurs:
You all know that there are four kinds of
cigar. (1) The Havana. (2) The good
cigar. (3) The ordinary cigar, and (4)
The
no-thanks-old-man-I'd-prefer-apipe-if-you-don't-mind.
So too, it is
with strings. The no-thanks-old-manI'd-prefer-wire type of string is far far
too commonly sold.46
M tiller then goes on to liken other types of string to
the remaining three types of cigar, not surprisingly
concluding that his own strings are like the Havana.
The fact that Miiller felt the need to undermine the
quality of wire E strings suggests that his business
was threatened by their presence. A decade later,
such fears were confirmed as British Music & Tennis
Ltd. advertised, on a full page, their new Cathedral
and Summit lines of 'rust resisting steel strings.'4
The existence of an earlier, largely undocumented,
trade in metal strings is indicated by statements such
as, 'The old unplated string always gave a better tone
than the plated string, but unfortunately it was so
liable to rust.' 48 The advertisement perhaps marks a
time when string makers felt public opinion was no
longer quite so hostile towards the steel string, and
that it would not harm their image to be seen
producing them. The advertisement's appearance
seems to indicate that public demand for steel strings
was strong enough to warrant a company paying for
a full-page advertisement.
Somewhat
surprisingly,
neither
the
Correspondence pages nor any articles that appeared
in The Strad during this same period of c. 18901920 contain a single reference to the steel violin E
string. It is quite possible that by 1914, people had
more important things to worry about than the
choice of material used for one's violin string; the
First World War had begun, creating a European
and American shortage of material with which to
make strings, and also of labourers to manufacture
them. Gut supply was limited for two reasons;
firstly, it was reserved for surgical stitching during
the war and secondly, much of the gut had hitherto
been imported from Germany.
Steel was not
plentiful either because it was needed for military
purposes. Apparently, German violinists were not
suffering from the same shortage of gut strings
because, as late as 1920, professional German
orchestral players were signing contracts which
stipulated that steel strings were not to be used.49
Amidst such a conservative attitude to the violin,
one wonders what reaction a player might have
received had he arrived at a rehearsal with a 'Horn
Model
Violin'
tucked
under
his
chin
(seeillus. 1).
Violin Mastery was published the year after
the First World War ended, and the comments of
the various artists interviewed in this book
(recorded between December 1917 and September

1918) are strikingly frank; the polarisation of the
two emerging opinions is readily apparent. Of the
sixteen artists interviewed (from Europe and
America), eight put forward their opinion on steel E
strings. Below are the statements of the five artists
who advocated of the gut E string at the time the
book was published.50 As to strings, [...] I never use
wire strings—they have no colour, no quality,' says
Mischa Elman. Samuel Gardner, in his twentyeighth year when Violin Mastery was published,
commented:
I think that wire strings are largely used
now-a-days because gut strings are hard
to obtain—not because they are better. I
do not use wire strings. I have tried
them and find them thin in tone, or so
brilliant that their tone is too piercing.
Then, too, I find that the use of a wire E
reduces the volume of tone of the other
strings. No wire string has the quality
of a fine gut string; and I regard them
only as a substitute in the case of some
people, and a convenience for lazy
ones.51
David Mannes, a 'well-known violinist and
conductor'52
approached the 'Gut Versus Wire
Strings''3 issue from an interesting angle:
If Stradivarius, Guarnerius, Amati,
Maggini and others had ever had wire
strings in view, they would have built
their fiddles in accordance, and they
would not be the same we now possess.
First of all there are scientific reasons
against using wire E strings. They
change the tone of the instrument. The
rigidity of tension of the wire E string
where it crosses the bridge tightens up
the sound of the lower strings. Their
advantages are: reliability under adverse
climatic
conditions
and
the
incontestable fact that they make things
easier technically. They facilitate purity
of intonation. Yet I am willing to forgo
these advantages when I consider the
wonderful pliability of the gut strings
for which Stradivarius built his violins.
I can see the artistic retrogression of
those who are using the wire E, for
when materially things are made easier,
spiritually there is a loss.54
Tivadar Nachez was interviewed during a war-time
visit to the States:
I cannot use the wire strings that are
now in such vogue here. I have to have
Italian gut strings. The wire E cuts my
fingers, and besides I notice a
perceptible difference in sound quality.
Of course, wire strings are practical;
they
do
not
'snap'
on
the
concert stage.55

The final artist, out of those interviewed, who spoke
unfavourably about the use of the steel E string was
Toscha Seidel, a young Russian performer:
As to wire strings, I hate them! In the
first place, a wire E sounds distinctly
different to the artist than does a gut E.
And it is a difference which any violinist
will notice. Then, too, the wire E is so
thin that the fingers have nothing to take
hold of, to touch firmly. And to me the
metallic vibrations, especially on the
open strings, are most disagreeable. Of
course, from a purely practical standpoint
there is much to be said for the wire E.56
Bearing in mind Thomastik's claim that all serious
performers were using steel E strings on stage by
1932, it would be interesting to learn just how long it
took for these players to finally submit to the rapidly
improving quality of steel E strings being offered.
Piper, writing for The Strad believed that the phrase
'he that complies against his will is of his own opinion
still,'57 could be aptly applied to many violinists of
the day.
Looking now at the remaining three artists
who made comments about the wire E string, one
cannot fail to notice just how far apart the two poles
of opinion were at this time. Eddy Brown had been
using a wire E string ever since he broke six gut
strings in a single hour performing at Seal Harbour,
Maine:
A wire string, I find, is not only easier to
play, but it has a more brilliant quality
of tone than a gut string; and I am now
so accustomed to using the wire E, that
I would feel ill at ease if I did not have
one on my instrument. Contrary to
general belief, it does not sound
'metallic,' unless the string itself is of
very poor quality.58
Jacques Thibaud had similar difficulties with gut
strings:
Yes, I use a wire E string. Before I
found out about them I had no end of
trouble. In New Orleans I snapped
seven gut strings at a single concert.
Some say that you can tell the
difference when listening between a
gut and a wire E. I cannot, and I know
a good many others who cannot. [...]
When I told [Ysaye] I used a wire E he
confessed that he could not have told
the difference. And, in fact, he has
adopted the wire E just like Kreisler,
Powell and others, and has told me
that he is charmed with it—for Ysaye
has had a great deal of trouble with
his strings. I shall continue to use
them even after the war, when it will
be possible to obtain good gut
strings again.59

The final positive testimonial for the wire E string
from Violin Mastery is given by Maud Powell:
Well I use a wire E string. I began to
use it twelve years ago one humid, foggy
summer in Connecticut. I had had
such trouble with strings snapping that
I cried: 'Give me anything but a gut
string.' The climate practically makes
metal strings a necessity [...]. If wire
strings had been thought of when
Theodore Thomas began his career, he
might never have been a conductor, for
he told me that he gave up the violin
because of the E string. And most
people will admit that hearing a wire E
you cannot tell it from a gut E. Of
course, it is unpleasant on the open
strings, but then the open strings never
do sound well. And in the highest
registers the tone does not spin out long
enough because of the tremendous
tension: one has to use more bow. And
it cuts the hairs: there is a little surface
nap on a bow-hair which a wire string
wears right out.60 I had to have my four
bows rehaired three times last season.
[...] But all said and done it has been a
God-send to the violinist who plays
in public.61
The article 'Wire E Strings' appeared in The Strad in
1921. Piper, the author, explained that he has been
asked,
to contribute a short paper on the
subject of these [wire E] strings, which
for some little time have been
extensively used by orchestral and
cinema players in preference to the silk
article which had hitherto been
regarded as the only possible substitute
for gut strings, where the conditions of
playing made the use of the latter
impracticable for economic or other
reasons.62
The writer then commented that recently imported
Italian gut strings had failed to satisfy and that the
supply was 'intermittent' and 'scanty'. He added that,
'Two or three of our British string making firms are
producing good sound gut E strings, but the supply is
limited, and the makers [...] have to contend [...] with
labour difficulties which entail high prices.' Piper then
observed that:
In this eminently unsatisfactory state of
affairs the improved, plated steel wire E
string has come along, and has
apparently 'come to stay.' I hold no
brief for the wire article, but am
constrained to admit, after a good deal
of experiment with it, that it possesses
several good points, and is in the main
nearly as much superior to the silk string

as the gut E is to the latter. That it can
be used most effectively for the highest
class of solo work has been amply
demonstrated by the redoubtable
Heifitz and other well known public
players.63
It is difficult to leave any of Piper's text out of
this paper because it dates from the time when the
issue seems to have been most controversial and his
article contains a wealth information. He believed
that the common claim that steel strings can damage
the instrument was 'arrant nonsense,' adding:
the steel E is easier to play on; the fifths
are pure and true; the tone very clear
and searching, though lacking some of
the roundness of a first-rate gut string;
and as to its durability-when properly
used—there can be no question
whatever. It will last for many months
and stands well in tune. The metallic
quality, which one would naturally
listen for, is by no means so prominent
in actual use as might be expected; in
fact there are many players [...] who are
unable to detect any metal in it, except
perhaps in pizzicato passages. To all this
must be added the undoubted fact that
the extreme high notes are less apt to
"squawk" than those produced by a gut
E even of good quality.64
Piper concluded his list of pros and cons saying,
'Last, but not least; it is cheap!' and then compared
the wire E string of 1921 with that of 1880, which he
says was dangerous and prone to snap: 'The up to
date string does not seem to be open to this
objection, though it requires to be brought to pitch
gradually to avoid snapping it in the process.'65 Apart
from the actual content of the above comments,
spanning only four or five years, the manner in which
these comments are made may offer an insight into
the attitudes of the violin community in general.
There seems to be, in some cases, a reluctance for an
artist or writer to commit wholeheartedly to either E
string material. From Violin Mastery, advocates of
the gut E aim strong and damning insults at the new
wire article, but then add comments such as: 'Of
course, from a purely technical standpoint there is
much to be said for the wire E,'66 and, 'I regard them
as a substitute in the case of some people.'67
Conversely, Piper, though advocating the steel E,
acknowledges that, 'I do not expect in writing thus to
convince every reader who scans this page that my
view of the matter is correct.'68 He rather weakly
challenges gut E advocates, suggesting that, 'any
player who is sufficiently unbiased to give the metal E
a fair and proper trial will be forced to the conclusion
that "there is something in it" after all.'65 In contrast,
the gut E advocates speak out passionately against the
wire E, taking little care to avoid insulting those who
choose to use it.
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The first Strad advertisement to offer steel E
strings appeared in 1921 (see illus. 5). Not a single
gut string was offered for sale and even all-metal A
and D strings were offered-these strings, offered by
British Music Strings Ltd., consisted of a thin steel
wire core, wound with one or more laminations of
aluminium and/or copper wire.70 The company, at
this time, offered over two hundred lines of strings
but used this advert exclusively to advertise their
steel strings.
Their next advert carried two
convincing statements; 'Many world famous artists
now use the Steel E Strings [...] including Jascha
Heifetz himself,' and, 'Max Mossell (a major figure
in the organisation of the Birmingham Promenade
Concerts71), after trying this new string, says: "It give
[sic] me every satisfaction."72 So it was not only
performers with a limited budget who were using the
steel E string, nor was it only the 'lazy' players (as
Gardner implied), but professional performers of
the highest class, who could have had any string
they wished.
Whilst articles about the steel E dried up for
much of the 1920s, The Strad became steadily more
populated with advertisements for the relatively new
strings. British Music Strings Ltd., makers of the
popular Cathedral and Summit, were the most prolific
in this field. A landmark advertisement appeared in
the June 1922 issue of The Strad (see illus. 6); it
features an advertisement for a steel violin E string on
the front cover of the journal. L. P. Balmforth

obviously thought it worth the added expense to try
and 'tap-in' to the potentially profitable market of
steel E strings. In 1923 British Music Strings Ltd.
advertised their Cathedral steel E with an
endorsement by Pecskai who 'was recently delighting
the London music-loving public at the Wigmore
Hall.' Pecskai stated:
After giving up the search for a
satisfactory Gut E, I tried all sorts of
Steel E Strings without "hitting" the
perfect one.
I purchased a
"CATHEDRAL" E, and at once
recognised its superiority over the other
Steel E's I have tried, and its freedom
from the common defects of most Steel
E Strings.73
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Only a month prior to this advertisement's
appearance, British Music Strings Ltd. were offering
for sale, 'the perfect Gut E string at last'74—one
wonders why they didn't recommend it to Pecskai
who was merely looking for a 'satisfactory Gut E.'
Two years later, the Cathedral Steel E is advertised as
being, 'Far superior to gut or silk strings, and the old
style steel E.' Despite this claim British Music Strings
Ltd. continued to publish full-page advertisements
exclusively touting their gut strings. For the rest of
the 1920s through to 1939, a fairly even balance of
steel and gut E strings were offered: Pirastro launched
an impressive advertising campaign starting in 1929
offering chrome steel violin strings; Pinnacle Strings

advertised their line of gut strings on the front cover
of the June 1935 issue of The Strad along with a
collection of endorsements from professional players;
and the Thomastik range of steel strings entered the
market. In 1932 a rare flurry of discussion regarding
the steel E string appeared in the Correspondence
pages of The Strad. W. J. K. Toms claimed that steel
E strings wore down the nap on the bow hairs so
rapidly that one's bow needed rehairing every few
weeks. He also complained that the high tension of
steel E strings necessitated the frequent renewal of the
bridge, the fingerboard, the nut, and the peg.76 It is
extremely interesting to find that in the very next
issue, John Dunn wrote to The Strad editor in direct
response to the above complaints. Dunn appears in
several advertisements during the 1920s endorsing
gut E strings and denouncing the new steel E string,
though in this letter he confesses:
Sir,—Replying to Mr. Toms, I became a
convert to the wire E some three years
ago, after an agonising experience in
trying to play on a gut E, which
whistled in the humid atmosphere of a
seaside concert room. Like, no doubt,
many more, I would not dream of
going back to the gut E.
The
advantages of the wire E far outweigh
its disadvantages.77
Dunn ends his letter in an almost arrogant way,
seemingly implying that wire E users were now happy
that they were using the best violin E string available;
'Wire E users must have smiled, as I did, at the
absurd list of disadvantages enumerated by Mr.
Toms. They do not exist, of course.' M. Inst. B. E.
replied to Mr. Tom's letter too, saying, 'Many very
well-known performers use the steel "E." I see
Menuhin's violin on the front page of the current
H.M.V. list displays the despised string! Economy
demands its use, and the steel "E" will live on.'78
In 1932 Thomastik wrote about the future
prospects of the new steel string; 'One must say that
in contrast to gut, whose processing has come to the
end of its possibilities, the steel wire is at the
beginning of this and from year to year it wins more
convinced adherence.'"9 Thomastik then spoke of the
types of players who were using the steel E; 'For a
long time the steel E has not [merely] been a
substitute which the beginner uses out of economy,
but the greatest violinists play on them today on the
grounds of quality.'80 Thomastik explained that he
wrote his book in order to tell the reader that the
sound of the steel string had improved and was now
more attractive to serious players. He also wrote
about the positive impact the steel E string was
having on teaching. He states that gut strings went
out of tune before the child arrived home and that for
pupils unable to tune their own instruments and
therefore forced to practise with out of tune strings,
'Steel strings always stay in tune until the
next day.'81
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There is a suggestion of cultural imperialism
in Thomastik's writing as he proposes that the
reputation of European culture could be improved
by having its orchestras use steel strings, thus
allowing full orchestral music to be taken to the
tropics (where a gut string could not withstand the
climate). Thomastik recognised the threat that
recordings were having on live performances and
claimed that using the new steel strings could help
prevent live music being superseded by recorded
music:
In this critical situation, the transition
from gut to steel strings for stringed
instruments, is a step which is
immediately suitable to help the
province of live music through a new
impulse towards instrument building
and teaching despite mechanical
music.82
Any culturally imperialistic thoughts of the steel
string that Thomastik may have had cannot have
been encouraged by the following news from
October
1939;
'Since our
last
month's
announcement, war has come upon us, and by now
we are beginning to settle down to the new
conditions and changes which it has made.'83 This
was the message contained within an advertisement
of L. P. Balmforth dr Son on the front cover of The
Strad. The advert continues, 'For the moment we
have adequate stocks of Pirastro, Thomastik and
Goldbrocade Aluminium, but we would advise
customers to buy now, as these will be unobtainable
when present stock is exhausted.' The same company
reported in 1942 that, 'Owing to the shortage in raw
materials we are unable to offer any aluminium
wrapped or gut strings at present'84 and then in 1944,
'We regret that owing to metal shortages we have
been obliged to discontinue our well-known chrome
steel strings for the time being.'85 Several shops
continued to offer both gut and steel E strings
throughout World War II claiming, as ever, that they
were the finest ever made, but there is evidence to
contradict such claims;
Dear Sir, - Fiddle players who, during a
world war, have embarked upon a
search for satisfactory metal strings
must have been struck by two things, the surprising number of brands still
marketed and the extraordinary
variation in their quality.86
The author of this letter to the editor of The Strad
goes on to complain that none of the strings being
offered are as good as the Thomastik strings that were
available before the war, that their purchase is a
'sheer waste of money' and that they are 'useless for
practical purposes.'87 The writer suggests that
manufacturers should join forces during war-time
and collaborate with 'known converts to the use of
metal strings' to produce satisfactory strings for
general use by the ordinary player.' Philip Pou, the
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then joint manager of British Music Strings Ltd.
replied claiming that the writer, 'cannot have any
conception of the difficulties of obtaining special
types of wire when everything is strictly controlled
and [...] rationed.'88 Pou ends his letter, 'Good
English Gut strings are still available in good
numbers, so why not use them and cease to fret after
unobtainable enemy products?'
Even as late as 1948, there is plentiful
evidence that the use of metal strings was not
universal. Though a Mr. E.Natali suggested that
'improvements in the metal strings are gradually
overcoming the prejudice of the gut-string users,'
Strad readers continued to make comments such as 'I
personally believe that gut strings are far superior
especially for the refined playing that quartets
demand,' and 'Gut strings cannot be beaten for tone
providing they are the best quality.'
POSTLUDE
Bearing in mind the steadily growing numbers of
steel violin string advertisements that were appearing
in The Strad c. 1920-1940 and later (including offers
of full-metal A and D strings), and also bearing in
mind Thomastik's quite reasonable prediction that
all-metal strings would soon be used for all four
violin strings, one could reasonably expect the
shelves of our modern-day violin shops to be stacked
full of the most durable, beautifully toned, perfectly
constructed sets of steel violin strings that any
violinist could wish for. However, as a result of the
early music movement, some performers are turning
their backs on the 'invincible' modern steel strings
and are instead using gut strings as part of an overall
effort to recreate the circumstances under which the
repertoire they perform, usually dating from the
Baroque or Classical period, was originally
performed. This research suggests that gut strings
may be appropriately reintroduced not only to the
repertoire of the Romantic era, but also to that of the
early twentieth century. Perhaps a return to gut
would mollify Mr. Wulme-Hudson.
For more years than I can remember,
there have been numerous inventions
and patents of all kinds, claiming all
sorts of things for the "improvement"
of the instrument, but the last of these,
I think, is the worst. Viz., the wire core
strings, with their "ironmongery"
attachments, etc. [...] Within the last
week or so we have heard two recitals
by well-known players—one a lady—and
in both cases the tone was appalling!
[...] In the case of the male player the
lower strings were more like a muted
trumpet, and in both cases the same
dull, mechanical, metal noise all
through the register. For 200 years or
more, violin makers of the world have
been making [...] instruments of

individual character.
Now all are
brought to one hard level and all
beauty killed by wire!'92

Mark Goodwin earned a. BA in Music from Bretton
Hall College of the University of Leeds, and has
subsequently worked as a special needs learning mentor
in a local secondary school. He may return to the
classroom in the future but at the moment he is trying
to establish himself as an international piano dealer
(already with clients in Japan and Belgium) with the
help of the internet.
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